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Abstract. Algorithms designed to support users in retrieving relevant
information base their relevance computations on user profiles in which
representations of the users’ interests are maintained. A crucial issue is
that users want to retrieve information on the basis of conceptual content,
but words provide unreliable evidence about the content of documents.
This paper explores a possible solution for this kind of problems: the
adoption of supervised machine learning techniques to induce semantic
user profiles from text documents.

1 Introduction

Current search services take a “one fits all” approach, which takes little account
of the user’s individual needs and preferences. Recent developments at the in-
tersection of information retrieval, information filtering, machine learning, user
modeling and natural language processing offer novel solutions for personalized
information access. Most of this work focuses on the use of machine learning
algorithms for the automated induction of a structured model of a user’s inter-
ests, the user profile, from labeled text documents. The keyword approach to
searching suffers from problems of polysemy, the presence of multiple mean-
ings for one word, and synonymy, that stands for multiple words having the
same meaning. The result is that, due to synonymy, relevant information can
be missed if the profile does not contain the exact keywords occurring in the
documents and, due to polysemy, wrong documents could be deemed as rele-
vant. These problems call for alternative methods able to learn semantic profiles
that capture key concepts representing users’ interests from relevant documents.
Semantic profiles will contain references to concepts defined in lexicons or, in
a further step, ontologies. This paper shows how the content-based algorithms
for learning user profiles can be extended using WordNet [1] as a reference lex-
icon in substituting word forms with word meanings into profiles. The paper
is organized as follows: after introducing the task of learning user profiles as a
text categorization problem in Section 2, in Section 3 we present the relevance
feedback approach we adopted to accomplish this task. In Section 4 a strategy
to represent documents and user profiles using WordNet synsets is proposed.
Section 5 describes the experimental evaluation of semantic user profiles, while
some conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
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2 Learning User Profiles as a Text Categorization
Problem

The content-based paradigm for information filtering (IF) is analog to the rel-
evance feedback in information retrieval literature [2], which adapts the query
vector by iteratively absorbing users relevance judgments on newly returned
documents. In the IF paradigm, the tuned query vector is a profile model,
specifying both keywords and their informative power. A new item relevance
is measured by computing a similarity measure between the query vector and
the items feature vector. Machine Learning (ML) techniques are used to gen-
erate a predictive model that, when given a new information item, will predict
whether the new item is likely to be of interest, based on information previously
labeled by the user. The ML techniques generally used are those that are well-
suited for text categorization (TC) [3]. TC is the task of assigning a Boolean
value to each pair 〈dj , ci〉 ∈ D × C, where D is a domain of documents and C
= {c1, . . . , cn} is a set of predefined categories. A value of True assigned to
〈dj , ci〉 indicates a decision to assign ci to dj , while a value of False indicates
the opposite decision. The task is to approximate the unknown target function
Φ : D×C −→ {True, False}, that describes how documents should be classified,
by means of a function Φ′ : D × C −→ {True, False} called the classifier or the
model such that Φ and Φ′ “coincide as much as possible”. In the ML approach to
TC, an inductive process automatically builds a text classifier by learning, from
a set of training documents - documents labeled with the categories they belongs
to - the features of the categories. We consider the problem of learning user pro-
files as a binary TC task: each document has to be classified as interesting or not
with respect to the user preferences. Therefore, the set of categories is restricted
to c+, that represents the positive class (user-likes), and c− the negative one
(user-dislikes). We present a relevance feedback method able to learn profiles for
content-based filtering. The accuracy of the keyword-based profiles inferred by
this method will be compared with advanced semantic user profiles obtained by
the same method using an indexing procedure based on WordNet.

2.1 Documents Representation

The representation that dominates the TC literature is known as bag of words
(BOW). In this approach each feature corresponds to a single word found in
the training set. In our application scenario, items to be suggested to users are
movies. Each movie is represented by a set of slots, where each slot is a textual
field corresponding to a specific feature of the movie: title, cast, director, summary
and keywords. The text in each slot is represented using the BOW model taking
into account the occurrences of words in the original text. Thus, each instance is
represented by five BOWs, one for each slot. This strategy considers separately
the occurrences of a word in the slots in which it appears. The idea behind this
approach is that by considering the number of occurrences separately in each
slot could supply a more effective way to catch the discriminatory power of a
word in a document.
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2.2 Related Works

Content-based systems have been used successfully in various domains.
Syskill & Webert [4] is an agent that learns a user’s interests saved as a user

profile used to identify interesting Web pages. The learning process is conducted
by using algorithms like Bayesian classifiers, a nearest neighbor algorithm and a
decision tree learner. Mooney and Roy [5] adopt a näıve Bayes text classifier in
their LIBRA system, that makes content-based book recommendations exploit-
ing the product descriptions obtained from the Web pages of the Amazon store.
SiteIF [6] is a personal agent that exploits a sense-based representation to build a
model of the user’s interests as a semantic network whose nodes represent senses
(not just words) of the documents requested by the user. Several methods have
been proposed for integrating lexical information to training documents for text
categorization. A study by Rodriguez et al. [7] used WordNet to enhance neural
network learning algorithms. This approach only made use of synonymy and
involved a manual word sense disambiguation step, whereas our approach uses
synonymy and hypernymy and is completely automatic. Scott and Matwin [8]
propose to expand each word in the training set with all the synonyms extracted
from WordNet for it, including those available for each sense in order to avoid
a word sense disambiguation process. This approach has shown a decrease of
effectiveness in the classifier obtained, mostly due to the word ambiguity prob-
lem. Some researches have also applied WordNet to information retrieval tasks.
In [9], it is proposed a retrieval strategy that adapts a classical vector space
based system using synsets as indexing space instead of word forms.

3 A Relevance Feedback Method for User Profiling

In the Rocchio algorithm [10], documents are represented with the vector space
representation and the major heuristic component is the TFIDF (Term Fre-
quency/Inverse Document Frequency) word weighting scheme [2]:

tfidf(tk, dj) = tf(tk, dj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
TF

· log N

ni︸ ︷︷ ︸
IDF

(1)

where N is the total number of documents in the training set and ni is the
number of documents in which the term tk appears. TF (tk, dj) is a function
that computes the frequency of the token tk in the document dj . Learning is
achieved by combining document vectors of positive and negative examples into
a prototype vector −→c for each class in the set of classes C. The method computes
a classifier −→ci = 〈ω1i, . . . , ω|T |i〉 for category ci (T is the vocabulary, that is the
set of distinct terms in the training set) by means of the formula:

ωki = β ·
∑

{dj∈POSi}

ωkj

|POSi| − γ ·
∑

{dj∈NEGi}

ωkj

|NEGi| (2)
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where ωkj is the TFIDF weight of the term tk in document dj , POSi and NEGi

are the set of positive and negative examples in the training set for the specific
class, β and γ are control parameters that allow setting the relative importance
of all positive and negative examples. To assign a class c̃ to a document dj ,
the similarity between each prototype vector −→ci and the document vector −→

dj is
computed and c̃ will be the ci with the highest value of similarity. We propose
a method that manages documents represented using different slots. If m is the
index of the slot, a movie is represented by the concatenation of five BOWs:

dj = 〈wm
1j , . . . , w

m
|Tm|j〉

where |Tm| is the cardinality of the vocabulary for the slot sm and wm
kj is the

weight of the term tk in slot sm of the document dj , computed as:

tfidf(tk, dj , sm) = tf(tk, dj , sm) · log N

nkm
(3)

tf(tk, dj , sm) is the frequency of term tk in the document dj in the slot sm;
the inverse document frequency of the term tk in the slot sm is computed as
the logarithm of the ratio between the total number of documents N and the
number of documents containing the term tk in the slot sm.

Given a user u and a set of rated movies in a specific category of interest
(for example, Comedy), the goal is to learn a profile able to recognize movies
liked by the user in that category. The learning process consists in inducing one
prototype vector for each slot : these five vectors will represent the user profile.
Each prototype vector of the profile could contribute in a different way to the
calculation of the similarity between the vectors representing a movie and the
vectors representing the user profile. Another key issue of our algorithm is that
it learns two different profiles −→pi = 〈ωm

1i , . . . , ω
m
|Tm|i〉, for a user u and a category

ci by taking into account the ratings given by the user on documents in that
category. The rating ru,j on the document dj is a discrete judgment ranging
from 1 to 6. It is used to compute the coordinates of the vectors in both the
positive and the negative user profile:

ωm
ki =

∑
{dj∈POSi}

ωm
kj · r′u,j

|POSi| (4) ωm
ki =

∑
{dj∈NEGi}

ωm
kj · r′u,j

|NEGi| (5)

where r′u,j is the normalized value of ru,j ranging between 0 and 1 (respectively
corresponding to ru,j = 1 and 6), POSi = {dj ∈ Tr|ru,j > 3}, NEGi = {dj ∈
Tr|ru,j ≤ 3}, and ωm

kj is the weight of the term tk in the document tj in the slot
sm computed as in equation (3) where the idf factor is computed over POSi

or NEGi depending on the fact that the term tk is in the slot sm of a movie
rated as positive or negative (if the term is present in both positive and negative
movies two different values for it will be computed). Computing two different idf
values for a term led us to consider the rarity of a term in positive and negative
movies, in an attempt to catch the informative power of a term in recognizing
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interesting movies. Equations (4) and (5) differ from the classical formula in the
fact that the parameters β and γ are substituted by the ratings r′u,j that allow
to give a different weight to each document in the training set. As regards the
computation of the similarity between a profile −→pi and a movie −→

dj , the idea is to
compute five partial similarity values between each pair of corresponding vectors
in −→pi and −→

dj . A weighted average of the five values is computed:

sim(−→dj ,−→pj ) =
5∑

s=1

sim(
−→
ds

j ,
−→
ps

j ) · αs (6)

where αs reflects the importance of a slot in classifying a movie. In our experi-
ments, we used α1 = 0.1 (title), α2 = 0.15 (director), α3 = 0.15 (cast), α4 = 0.25
(summary) and α5(keywords) = 0.35. The values αs were decided according to
experiments not reported in the paper due to space limitations. We considered
different values for each αs and repeated the experiments reported in section 5
using the selected values. The values reported here are those that gave the best
predictive accuracy of the profiles. Since the user profile is composed by both
the positive and the negative profiles, we compute two similarity values, one for
each profile. The document dj is considered as interesting only if the similarity
value of the positive profile is higher than the similarity of the negative one.

4 Semantic User Profiles

We propose a novel document representation used to build semantic user profiles
taking into account the senses of the words in the training documents. The task
of disambiguation consists in determining which of the senses of an ambiguous
word is invoked in a particular use of the word [11]. As for sense repository, we
have adopted WordNet (version 1.7.1) [1], a large lexical database for English in
which nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are organized into synsets (synonym
sets), each representing one underlying lexical concept. Synsets are linked by
different semantic relations (is-a, part-of, etc...) and organized in hierarchies.
The main advantage of a synset-based document representation is that synonym
words belonging to the same synset can contribute to the user profile definition
by referring to the same concept. Moreover, the use of a WSD procedure re-
duces classification errors due to ambiguous words, and consequently allows a
better precision in the user model construction. We have addressed the WSD
problem by proposing an algorithm based on semantic similarity between Word-
Net synsets. The idea behind the algorithm is that semantic similarity between
synsets is inversely proportional to the semantic distance between synsets in
the WordNet IS-A hierarchy [1]. The path length similarity between synsets is
used by the WSD procedure to associate the appropriate synset to a polysemous
word, as reported in Algorithm 1. Each document in the collection is mapped
into a list of WordNet synsets following these steps:

1. each monosemous word w in a slot of a document d is mapped into the
corresponding WordNet synset;
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2. for each couple of words 〈noun, noun〉 or 〈adjective, noun〉 (for instance,
“white house”), a search in WordNet is made in order to verify if at least
one synset exists for the bigram 〈w1, w2〉. In the positive case, Algorithm 1
is applied on the bigram, otherwise it is applied separately on w1 and w2,
using all words in the slot as the context C of w;

3. each polysemous unigram w is disambiguated by algorithm 1, using all words
in the slot as the context C of w.

Algorithm 1 The WordNet-based WSD algorithm
1: procedure WSD(w, d) � find the appropriate synset of a polysemous word w in

the document d; w may be also a bigram
2: C ← {w1, ..., wn} � C is the context of w and it is defined as

the window of all words that surround w with a fixed radius. For example,
C = {w1, w2, w3, w4} is a window with radius=2, if the sequence of words
{w1, w2, w, w3, w4} appears in d

3: S ← {s1, ...sk} � S is the set of all candidate synsets for w
4: s ← null � s is the synset to be returned
5: score ← 0 � score is a similarity score assigned to s
6: T ← ∅ � T is the set of all candidate synsets for all words in C
7: for j ← 1, n do
8: if POS(wj) = POS(w) then � POS(x) is the part-of-speech of x
9: Sj ← {sj1, ...sjm} � Sj is the set of m possible senses for wj

10: T ← T ∪ Sj

11: end if
12: end for
13: for i ← 1, k do
14: for all sh ∈ T do
15: scoreih ← SinSim(si, sh) � computing similarity scores between si

and every synset sh ∈ T
16: if scoreih ≥ score then
17: score ← scoreih

18: s ← si � s is the synset si ∈ S with the highest similarity score
with the synsets in T

19: end if
20: end for
21: end for
22: return s
23: end procedure

24: function SinSim(a, b) � The similarity of the synsets a and b
25: Np ←the number of nodes in path p from a to b
26: D ←maximum depth of the taxonomy � In WordNet 1.7.1 D = 16
27: r ← −log(Np/2D)
28: return r
29: end function
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Algorithm 1 has been used to represent documents belonging to the EachMovie
dataset according to the new model, that we call “bag-of-synsets” (BOS): the
final representation of a document consists of a list of WordNet synsets recog-
nized from the words in the document. Each slot of a document is processed
separately and the occurrences of the synsets (instead of words) are computed.
For example, if the words “artificial” and “intelligence” occur in the same slot
of a document, in the corresponding BOW we count one occurrence for each
word; in the BOS, we count only one occurrence of the synset “{05766061}
〈noun.cognition〉 artificial intelligence, AI – (the branch of com-

puter science that deal with writing computer programs that can

solve problems creatively)”. A clear advantage of this representation re-
gards synonyms. For example, if the words “processor” and “CPU” appear in
the same slot of document, in the corresponding BOW we count one occurrence
for each word, even if they refer to the same concept; in the BOS, we count
two occurrences of the synset “{02888449} 〈noun.artifact〉 central process-

ing unit, CPU, C.P.U., central processor, processor, mainframe ”.
The final goal of our investigation is to compare the results of word-based and
synset-based user profiles, then we do not modify the structure of the profiles
and the learning mechanisms proposed in section 3. The difference with respect
to word-based profiles is that synset unique identifiers are used instead of words.

5 Experimental Sessions

The goal of the experiments was to evaluate if synset-based profiles had a better
performance than word-based profiles. The documents in the EachMovie dataset
have been disambiguated using Algorithm 1, obtaining a reduction of the number
of features (172, 296 words vs. 107, 990 synsets, the reduction is roughly 38%).
This result is mainly due to the fact that, thanks to the WSD algorithm, bigrams
are represented using only one synset and synonym words are represented by the
same synset.

5.1 The EachMovie Dataset

The experimental work has been carried out on a collection of 1, 628 textual
descriptions of movies rated by 72, 916 real users, the EachMovie dataset1. The
movies are rated on a 6-point scale mapped linearly to the interval [0,1]. The con-
tent information for each movie was collected from the Internet Movie Database2

using a crawler. Appropriate preprocessing operations3 have been applied to ob-
tain the BOW from the original movie descriptions. Movies are categorized into
different genres. For each genre or category, a set of 100 users was randomly
selected among users that rated n items, 30 ≤ n ≤ 100 in that movie category
(only for genre ‘animation’, the number of users that rated n movies was 33,
1 http://www.research.compaq.com/SRC/
2 IMDb, http://www.imdb.com
3 stopwords elimination and stemming.
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due to the low number of movies if that genre). In this way, for each category,
a dataset of at least 3000 triples (user,movie,rating) was obtained (at least 990
for ‘animation’). Table 1 summarizes the data used for the experiments. The
number of movies rated as positive and negative for each genre is balanced in
datasets 2, 5, 7, 8 (60-65 % positive, 35-40% negative), while is slightly unbal-
anced in datasets 1, 9, 10 (70-75 % positive, 25-30% negative), and is strongly
unbalanced in datasets 3, 4, 6 (over 75% positive).

Table 1. 10 ‘Genre’ datasets obtained from the original EachMovie dataset.

Id Genre Genre Number of Movies rated % POS % NEG

1 Action 4,474 72.05 27.95
2 Animation 1,103 56.67 43.33
3 Art Foreign 4,246 76.21 23.79
4 Classic 5,026 91.73 8.27
5 Comedy 4,714 63.46 36.54
6 Drama 4,880 76.24 23.76
7 Family 3,808 63.71 36.29
8 Horror 3,631 59.89 40.11
9 Romance 3,707 72.97 27.03
10 Thriller 3,709 71.94 28.06

39,298 71.84 28.16

5.2 Experimental Setup and Results

Classification effectiveness is evaluated by the classical Information Retrieval
measures precision and recall, adapted to the case of text categorization [2].
Also used is F-measure, a combination of precision and recall. We adopted the
Normalized Distance-based Performance Measure (NDPM) [12] to measure the
distance between the ranking imposed on items by the user ratings and the
ranking predicted by the Rocchio method, that ranks items according to the
similarity to the profile of the class likes. Values range from 0 (agreement) to
1 (disagreement). In all the experiments, a movie description di is considered
as relevant by a user if the rating is greater or equal than 3, while the Rocchio
method considers an item as relevant if the similarity score for the class likes is
higher than the one for the class dislikes. We executed one experiment for each
user in the dataset: the ratings of each specific user and the content of the rated
movies have been used for learning the user profile and measuring its predictive
accuracy, using the aforementioned measures. Each experiment consisted in:

1. selecting ratings of the user and the content of the movies rated by that user;
2. splitting the selected data into a training set Tr and a test set Ts;
3. using Tr for learning the corresponding user profile;
4. evaluating the predictive accuracy of the induced profile on Ts, using the

aforementioned measures.
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Table 2. Comparison between the BOW and the BOS approach.

Precision Recall F1 NDPM
Id Genre

BOW BOS BOW BOS BOW BOS BOW BOS

1 0.72 0.75 0.82 0.86 0.75 0.79 0.46 0.44
2 0.65 0.64 0.66 0.66 0.64 0.63 0.34 0.38
3 0.77 0.85 0.79 0.86 0.77 0.84 0.46 0.48
4 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.96 0.93 0.94 0.45 0.43
5 0.66 0.69 0.72 0.75 0.67 0.70 0.44 0.46
6 0.78 0.79 0.84 0.87 0.80 0.81 0.45 0.45
7 0.68 0.74 0.75 0.84 0.69 0.77 0.41 0.40
8 0.64 0.69 0.74 0.82 0.67 0.73 0.42 0.44
9 0.73 0.76 0.79 0.81 0.74 0.77 0.48 0.48
10 0.74 0.75 0.85 0.84 0.77 0.78 0.45 0.44

Mean 0.73 0.76 0.78 0.83 0.74 0.78 0.44 0.44

The methodology adopted for obtaining Tr and Ts was the 10-fold cross val-
idation [13]. The results of the comparison between the profiles obtained from
documents represented using the two indexing approaches, namely BOW and
BOS, are reported in Table 2. We can notice a slight improvement in precision
(+3%). Going in more detail, the BOS model outperforms the BOW model on
datasets 3 (+8%), 7 (+6%), 8 (+5%). This could be an indication that the im-
proved results are independent from the distribution of positive and negative
examples in the datasets: the number of movies rated as positive and negative
is balanced in datasets 8, while is strongly unbalanced in datasets 3 and 7. Sim-
ilar results have been observed as regards recall and F-measure (+4%). Only on
dataset 2 we have not observed any improvement. This is probably due both
to the low number of rated movies and to the specific features of the movies
(in most cases, stories) that makes difficult the disambiguation. NDPM has not
been improved, but it remains acceptable. This measure was adopted in order
to compare the ranking imposed by the user ratings and the similarity score for
the class c+ (likes): further investigations will be carried out in order to define a
better ranking score for computing NDPM, that takes into account the negative
part of the profile as well. A Wilcoxon signed ranked test (p < 0.05) has been
performed in order to validate the results. We considered each experiment as a
single trial for the test. The test confirmed that there is a statistically significant
difference in favor of the BOS model with respect to the BOS model as regards
precision, recall and F-measure.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a system that exploits a relevance feedback learning method
to induce semantic user profiles from documents represented using WordNet
synsets. Our hypothesis that substituting words with WordNet synsets in the
indexing phase produces a more accurate document representation that could
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be successfully used by learning algorithms to infer more accurate user profiles.
This hypothesis is confirmed by the experimental results, since, as expected, a
synset-based classification allows to prefer documents with high degree of se-
mantic coherence, which is not guaranteed in case of a word-based classification.
As a future work, we will evaluate the effectiveness of the WSD algorithm, by
comparing its performance to state-of-the-art systems.
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